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Foreword

Catherine Fine

Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) Scripted Protocols: Special Populations, a companion volume to Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) Scripted Protocols: Basics and Special Situations, will forever be embedded in our memory because of its landmark impact in the field of EMDR as well as the field of psychotherapy (unlike the 1958 song from Gigi, “I Remember It Well,” performed by Maurice Chevalier and Hermione Gingold, which cautions us about the vicissitudes of memory in highly emotionally charged situations). Yes, this book we will remember very well. Dr. Marilyn Luber’s edited book concretizes for novice as well as experienced therapists the intentionality, creativity, and focus of EMDR-trained specialists working to ameliorate the treatment of human suffering, to facilitate the successful processing of overwhelming experiences, and to more rapidly achieve successful outcome. From the beginning of her involvement in the field of EMDR, Dr. Luber has been dedicated first as a student of EMDR, then as a user, and eventually as a facilitator and trainer of facilitators and consultants to the correct utilization of the protocol devised by Dr. Francine Shapiro.

This second volume was made possible not only through Dr. Luber’s unending efforts but also from the thoughtful, innovative, and groundbreaking efforts of many clinicians, each working in their separate area of expertise. Each contributor introduced EMDR to their patients and their practice slowly and progressively, monitoring their improvements and cautiously avoiding pitfalls. The one case study became the many case observations, soon to result in clinical investigations with larger sample sizes. We are now positioned to promote and implement evidence-based multisite clinical research.

The EMDR arenas explored in this book presuppose knowledge and mastery over the concepts discussed in Dr. Luber’s first book and familiarity with the protocols therein. This second book addresses very specialized groups of patients each with their own separate dilemmas, struggles, and clinical battles; these special patient populations require an adaptation of the Standard EMDR Protocol to accommodate their particular clinical circumstances. The scripted protocols in this second volume are derived from the Standard EMDR Protocol that they often rejoin; however, the scripts also consider the distinct characteristics and predicaments commanded by certain diagnostic categories and patient types.

Part I is devoted to the scripted EMDR protocols used to develop resources for children and adolescents who may have suffered traumatic events in their life. The protocols take into account the particular difficulties of this developmental group and help minimize common difficulties and major hurdles. Part II describes scripted EMDR protocols designed by couples therapists and sex therapists to further the progress of their patients precisely targeting templates of relational interaction, anxiety, or sexual dysfunction.

Part III of the scripted protocols is the closest to my heart and to my soul. These protocols represent the structured scripted efforts of many trauma therapists over a considerable number of years. This journey I know to have been long and painful but ultimately productive. Dr. Luber’s introduction to Part III captures effectively
the multitude of efforts, starts, fits, and stalls in the field of Complex Posttrauma Stress Disorder (CPSD) and Dissociative Disorders (DD). She effectively elaborates on the journey of EMDR and the Standard EMDR Protocol in these much traumatized populations. She rightly honors the gargantuan efforts of Francine Shapiro in assuring the appropriate usage of EMDR in these easily destabilized patient populations.

Francine Shapiro was committed to ensuring that only qualified therapists take EMDR training. Before training onset, they had to be licensed in their respective fields. She went to great effort to secure that the Standard EMDR Protocol was well elaborated, understood, and practiced by the trainees. Patient safety was always at the forefront of Francine Shapiro’s mind and very rapidly after realizing the power of EMDR and the vulnerability of the patients, she set up a task force to tackle some of the basic concerns about DD and C-PTSD and she included them in her 1995 book *Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing: Basic Principles, Protocols, and Procedures*. Since then, her efforts have continued in bringing to therapists and patients alike the most thorough understanding and the most successful EMDR interventions in the service of the wounded. Part III is the glorious fruit of those labors.

Parts IV and V of this volume address the concretization of much needed scripts for the EMDR treatment of addictions and pain—two interconnected public health worries. Part VI has us travel into the world of people’s adaptation to fears and tackles the usage of scripted protocols to detoxify the impact of specific phobias. Part VII demonstrates the usage of scripted EMDR protocols in clinician care and in the management of secondary PTSD and vicarious traumatization, respectfully healing the healers so that they may continue to alleviate the distress of their fellow men and women.

The meticulous scripting of the EMDR protocols presented in this book is essential. The scripted protocols establish a common platform of communication between therapists and patients, clinicians and researchers, and teachers and students of EMDR. These scripted protocols are the next step in refining our thinking on trauma and trauma cure. The sequellae of tangible and scripted EMDR interventions can be measured and documented on brain scans and fMRIs. These scripted concretized protocols can serve as independent variables in both experimental and quasi-experimental studies; they are foundational for a common language in evidence-based investigations and multisite analyses. Their time has come—we will remember them well.

All this is true. For me, personally, however, these protocols mean much more. They are a journey well travelled in terms of thinking, air mileage, and friendships. It was in 1985 that Dr. Luber and I met surrounding a clinical consultation on a Dissociative Identity Disorder patient. Yes, we spoke of the patient, but we came to discover that our paths, although separate, had been quite overlapping—taking us both from educational institutions abroad to practically crossing as we travelled the same streets in Paris during the very same years! All of this was out of our awareness. We decided to be more mindful and very consciously decided to remain in touch and we have—both professionally and personally. In the late 1980s we worked with complex PTSD and DD exploring the various strategies for talk therapy and hypnosis; we also discovered together EMDR.

In the early 1990s another “radical” treatment methodology emerged from California called EMD. There were trainings on the West Coast—actually, only an extended workshop. Having befriended David Fenstermaker, an EMD trainer in California, I somehow convinced him to come to the East Coast to do training for a select group of therapists in Philadelphia—the group was taken from study groups that I participated in and was select in that they did not mind doing a training in my basement. Marilyn Luber was part of that group. Dr. Fenstermaker’s presentation was appealing and tweaked the interest of a few of us. He encouraged us to
train in California with Dr. Shapiro as well. The trip was planned and only one of us (Dr. Luber) embarked (I ran into some unexpected hindrance that prevented me from going). Dr. Luber and I both plowed on upon Dr. Luber’s return, supporting one another in the use of EMD (now R) in our practices. Eventually, as two levels of EMDR training evolved, we, of course, signed up. Ultimately, Dr. Luber continued on to become a facilitator and trainer of facilitators, supervisors, and consultants and to travel to Europe, the Middle East, and other countries to spread the good word and good works of EMDR. She has become a beloved contributor to the field of EMDR and trauma and clearly a tireless collector of EMDR protocol scripts.

Dr. Luber’s scripted protocol books are timely and welcomed not only for those clinicians who have “trained in basements” but also for those who have more recently joined the field. They promise to be a resource for research as well as for the next generation of therapists. It would behoove us all to tip our hats and bow to Dr. Luber’s involvement, productivity, and contribution through these protocols—but if we did so, we would run the risk of being asked to script it.
One day in 1987, Francine Shapiro took a walk in the park that resulted in a major change. By noticing a naturally occurring phenomenon, Dr. Shapiro was continuing her lifelong journey of “using her mind and body as a laboratory to see what worked” to heal. She had cultivated her “ability to carefully self-monitor” and so, on that day, she attended to her observation that eye movement in a certain manner changed her experience of her disturbing thoughts with great interest (Luber & Shapiro, 2009). Her capacity to self-monitor and then act on that experience would ultimately result in strongly effecting the special populations that are included in this book. Her observation was that when she noticed her eyes moving rapidly, her thoughts changed and her negative affect decreased. Combining this idea, with her understanding of psychology and human behavior, Dr. Shapiro created a treatment that she first called Eye Movement and Desensitization (EMD) and then later expanded it to Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) when she realized that EMDR not only resulted in a relaxation response but also metabolized or reprocessed the trauma. This book is about EMDR and the special populations it serves.

Since that day, EMDR has grown into a therapeutic methodology recognized by associations such as the American Psychological Association (APA, 2004; Chambless et al., 1998) and the International Society for Traumatic Stress (Cromtof, Tolin, van der Kolk, & Pitman, 2000; Foa, Keane, Friedman, & Cohen, 2008). Governmental organizations in many different countries have advocated the use of EMDR in the treatment of trauma such as the United Kingdom Department of Health (2001), Israel (Bleich, Kotler, Kutz, & Shalev, 2002), The Netherlands (Dutch National Steering Committee for Guidelines Mental Health Care, 2003), Northern Ireland (Clinical Resource Efficiency Support Team [CREST], 2003), France (French National Institute for Health and Medical Research [INSERM], 2004), the United States (Department of Veterans Affairs and Department of Defense, 2004; National Institute of Mental Health, 2004–2007), United Kingdom (National Institute for Clinical Excellence, 2005), and Australia (Australian Centre for Posttraumatic Mental Health, 2007). In August 2009, Dr. Francine Shapiro herself was recognized by APA Division 56 with an Award for Outstanding Contributions to Practice in Trauma Psychology. This award recognizes distinguished contributions to psychological practice. It may be given for the development of a highly effective intervention, for contributions to practice theory, or for a sustained body of work in the field of trauma psychology practice. It is clear that the efficacy of EMDR is in the process of being recognized worldwide.

Ongoing research has been gathered on different populations: abuse (Maxwell, 2003); addictions (Amundsen & Kårstad, 2006; Besson et al., 2006; Cox & Howard, 2007; Hase, Schallmayer, & Sack, 2008; Henry, 1996; Popky, 2005; Shapiro, Vogelmann-Sine, & Sine, 1994; Vogelmann-Sine, Sine, Smyth, & Popky, 1998; Zweben & Yeary, 2006), anxiety (Doctor, 1994; Feske & Goldstein, 1997; Goldstein & Feske, 1994; Nadler, 1996; Shapiro, 1994, 1999; Shapiro & Forrest, 1997), body dysmorpia (Brown, McGoldrick, & Buchanan, 1997), children and adolescents
(Greenwald, 1994, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2002; Hensel, 2006; Maxfield, 2007; Russell & O’Connor, 2002; Shapiro, 1991; Tinker & Wilson, 1999), dissociative disorders (Beere, 2009a, 2009b; Fine, 1994; Fine & Berkowitz, 2001; Gelinas, 2003; Lazrove, 1994; Lazrove & Fine, 1996; Marquis & Puk, 1994; Paulsen, 1995; Rouanzoin, 1994; Talan, 2007; Twombly, 2000, 2005), family, marital, and sexual dysfunction (Capps, 2006; Errebo & Sommers-Flanagan, 2007; Kaslow, Nurse, & Thompson, 2002; Madrid, Skolek, & Shapiro, 2006; Shapiro, Kaslow, & Maxfield, 2007; Wernik, 1993), multiply traumatized combat vets (Carlson, Chemtob, Rusnak, Hedlund, & Murakoa, 1998; Errebo & Sommers-Flanagan, 2007; Lipke, 2000; Russell, 2006, 2008; Russell & Silver, 2007; Russell, Silver, Rogers, & Darnell, 2007; Shapiro, 1995; Silver, Brooks, & Obenchain, 1995; Silver & Rogers, 2002), pain (Grant & Threlfo, 2002; Ray & Zbik, 2001; Roos de & Veenstra, 2008; Schneider, Hofmann, Rost, & Shapiro, 2007; Tinker & Wilson, 2005; Wilensky, 2006; Wilson, Tinker, Becker, Hofmann, & Cole, 2000), performance enhancement (Crabbe, 1996; Foster & Lendl, 1995, 1996; Graham, 2004), phantom limb pain (Roos de et al., 2008; Russell, 2008; Schneider et al., 2007; Tinker & Wilson, 2005), previously abused child molesters (Ricci, 2006; Ricci, Clayton, & Shapiro, 2006), stress (Wilson, Becker, Tinker, & Logan, 2001), victims of natural and manmade disasters (Jarero, Artigas, Mauer, Lopez Cano, & Alcala, 1999; Knipe et al., 2003; Konuk et al., 2006), and so forth. The referenced here are a small sample of the research that has been done in this area.

In fact, former past president of the EMDR International Association (EMDRIA) and EMDR consultant, Barbara J. Hensley’s collection of scholarly articles and other writing about EMDR grew so large that—in conjunction with Northern Kentucky University—she turned it into the Francine Shapiro Library, an electronic library available online at http://library.nku.edu/emdr/emdr_data.php. As stated on the Web site, “The intent of the FSL is twofold: (1) to electronically house documents related to EMDR or AIP and (2) to maintain a comprehensive, accurate, and up-to-date list of citations related to AIP and EMDR.” As of July 2009, the Library listed 4472 writings that include material written in 20 different languages (Bosnian, Chinese, Danish, Dutch, English, French, German, Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Portuguese, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish, Swedish, and Turkish). Other sources of information and research about EMDR are listed in Appendix C.

Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) Scripted Protocols: Special Populations—as with Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) Scripted Protocols: Basics and Special Situations (Springer Publishing, 2009)—evolved from my own learning process. Routinely, after an interesting workshop, I would script the relevant material that I wanted to incorporate into my practice—essentially my own study guide so that I could remember the different steps of whatever I had learned. Later, as I trained Facilitators, then Supervisors and Consultants nationally and internationally, I grew concerned at the lack of understanding of the basic elements of the 11-Step Standard Procedure (Shapiro, 2001) and the Standard 3-Pronged EMDR Protocol and started including the essentials of the protocols into my Supervisory–Consultant manual. After a conversation and request by my colleague, Arne Hofmann, at the 2006 EMDR International Association Conference in Philadelphia, I operationalized this work further by putting together all of the different elements of the protocols, including the specific language used in the form of a script for each of Dr. Shapiro’s six basic protocols: Protocol for a Single Traumatic Event, Protocol for Current Anxiety and Behavior, Protocol for Recent Traumatic Events, Protocol for Phobias, Protocol for Excessive Grief, and Protocol for Illness and Somatic Disorders (Luber, 2009). His request was to have these protocols ready for the first European Trainers’ Training in March 2007 so that the Trainers could have a clear script that would ensure a standard and these Trainers—who were from a variety of countries—would literally and figuratively be on the same page. The other concern
was that there be a standard to inform researchers of all the elements of Shapiro’s six basic protocols.

As a result of my personal interaction with many EMDR-trained clinicians and researchers from all over the world, as I attended conferences, regional meetings, study groups and trainings, and participated in listservs about EMDR, I became fascinated by the wealth of creativity alive in the EMDR community. For many, the Standard EMDR formulations worked well; however, we found that many of us who were using EMDR consistently were applying the protocols to our clients and bumping up against similar difficulties and issues depending on the population with which we were working. We had taken our excitement about EMDR into our offices and were coming up with educated ways of working with the protocol within our areas of expertise. Many began to present and write about these areas of specialty, sparking others to think about these unique situations. After I completed scripts for Dr. Shapiro’s protocols, I began to look at the work of my colleagues who were using EMDR with different populations and difficult situations and to revisit the work that I had already scripted. In this way, the concept for two books, *Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) Scripted Protocols: Basics and Special Situations* and *Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) Scripted Protocols: Special Populations*, was born and then evolved.

These books of scripted protocols have no official sanction; however, they are informed by my own years of work. I was trained in 1992 and benefited from the years of teaching I had done from 1994 to 1996 working with EMDR-trained practitioners as a Co-Consultant with Steve Silver, later—1998 to the present—as a Facilitator, Supervisor and Consultant Trainer nationally and internationally, and from 2000 to the present as a Certified Consultant for Consultants and Certified Therapist in EMDR through the EMDR International Association since the certification program’s inception. The contributors in this volume represent many years of accumulated practice in EMDR in their specialty areas; most are Facilitators, certified Consultants, and/or Trainers. Some of these protocols are in the process of being researched and the others reflect the observation and innovations of skilled clinicians using EMDR within areas of their expertise.

The goals of *Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) Scripted Protocols: Special Populations* are twofold: to provide a standard that reflects the basic elements of the 11-Step Standard Procedure (Shapiro, 2001); and the Standard 3-Pronged EMDR Protocol (Shapiro, 2001, 2006) as they are applied to different populations such as children and adolescents; couples; clients suffering with complex post-traumatic stress disorder and dissociative disorders; clients with anxiety; clients who demonstrate addictive behaviors; clients who deal with pain; clinicians themselves; and to serve as a basis to encourage research into these various applications for EMDR. I have used this structure as much as possible in the chapters that follow.

Many of the chapters reflect the particular needs of their population through a detailed and specific client history. Chapters that reflect resources are part of the Preparation Phase of the 8 phases of the 11-Step Standard Procedure. Most authors have used the 8 phases as the template around which they have structured their material. Some notable places where authors have departed from this format are those related to the section on complex post-traumatic stress disorders and dissociative disorders; the treatment reflected in these chapters uses the Standard EMDR Protocol where possible and incorporates adaptations that reflect the needs of their clients. The reader will notice that different populations may follow the 3-pronged protocol but in a different order than the standard; these, too, reflect the needs of the population with whom they are working as is explained below. There are a few clinical examples; however, this is not uniform throughout the volume.
Even though a script may give the illusion that it need only be read, in fact, that is not accurate. Although these protocols are scripted to encourage the accurate use of the EMDR methodology, they have not been written down for nontrained clinicians to use or for practitioners operating outside their area of expertise to follow. These protocols are only for EMDR-trained clinicians and for those trained to work in their areas of specialty as they have the skill to tailor these protocols to the unique needs of the particular client with whom they are working.

Clinicians are encouraged to seek training in EMDR from recognized trainers who have demonstrated their knowledge, understanding, and success as an EMDR trainer through documentation by the associations that give accreditation for expertise in EMDR. These associations are listed in Appendix C of this volume. In fact, solid instruction, training, and consultation are essential components in the learning curve of mastering this complex psychotherapy. Shapiro’s text, *Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing: Basic Principles, Protocols, and Procedures* (2001), is required reading for a comprehensive understanding of EMDR as a clinical approach.

*Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) Scripted Protocols: Special Populations* is divided into seven sections to address the variety of special populations served in the EMDR community. For the sake of clarity, pronouns are used for the same sex as the author to refer to the therapist and the pronouns for the opposite sex of the author are used to refer to the client. For example, if the author is female, any reference to the therapist would be as “she” while any reference to the client would be referred to as “he.” Part I addresses the special needs of children and adolescents while using EMDR. The section begins with a foundational chapter on a special way of doing bilateral stimulation (BLS) created by Luci Artigas and Ignacio Jarero that has been essential in working with large groups of children originally as survivors of natural disasters and then expanded and used with individual children and also adults. Innovative resource work developed by Ana Gomez using olfactory stimulation is applied to the standard safe place and resource development and installation. Barbara Wizansky and Dagmar Eckers sensitively translate resources that were developed for adults originally into solid and important work with children and adolescents. Ms. Wizansky goes on to use bilateral stimulation in the form of footsteps to support problem solving and Robbie Adler-Tapia and Carolyn Settle help therapists understand the importance of framing EMDR assessment specifically for children.

Work with EMDR and couples presents its own unique issues that are clearly illuminated in Michael D’Antonio’s and Barry Litt’s work on integrating EMDR into couples work. Sabitha Pillai-Friedman offers us a way to work with sexual dysfunction that highlights the particular issues that are important to address this population while Marina Lombardo and Regina Morrow educate us about infertility and how EMDR can be used effectively with this group.

The section on EMDR, Dissociative Disorders, and Complex Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder is a rich part of the book that addresses the particular issues working with this complicated and challenging population. An interesting trend began to appear while studying the way that various practitioners addressed this complex population; all noted the importance of a more extended preparation phase to ascertain that the clients are able to modulate and contain their affect even in the face of talking about or reexperiencing their trauma before proceeding with EMDR. For most, instead of floating back into the past connected issues of the trauma, clinicians stressed the importance of starting by working with clients in the here and now. Carol Forgash introduces us to a number of concepts to help orient clients through her use of working with ego states, “Home Base,” “Workplace or Conference Room,” and “Orienting the Ego State System to Present Reality.” Jim Knipe includes several important chapters that empower clients and help keep practitioners in the loop concerning clients’ ability to stay in the present or not, and teaching
clients how to be more aware of what usually had been an involuntary process of dissociating. Joanne Twombly—also understanding the necessity of assisting clients to be present—has a number of chapters teaching a variety of ways to support clients in this critical skill. Arne Hofmann and Don Beere have created several ways to work with resources that particularly target the special needs of this population. Carol Forgash includes a chapter that helps clients manage critical life issues while Joanne Twombly has a chapter that addresses how to target traumatic material with this population.

Arne Hofmann’s chapter on the Inverted EMDR Standard Protocol for Unstable Complex Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder is an invaluable work that describes how to know when to begin EMDR processing and what skills must be in place before proceeding. Catherine Fine shows us how to imbricate hypnosis and EMDR while working with dissociative patients. In Ulrich Lanius’s work on the Bottom Up-Processing Protocol, he integrates his understanding of the importance of somatic work and how that structures his work with this population. Sandra Paulsen takes us through the steps in an EMDR session that inform her work and some of the choice points that are involved while making decisions in this complicated and nuanced work. Don Beere shows us how a basic hypnotic technique can be integrated into EMDR work and allow for clients to fully process a trauma using the Protocol for Recent Traumatic Events. This section ends with Denise Gelinas’s important understanding of how to work with the characteristic types of negative cognitions that get stuck when working with patients suffering with complex trauma.

Part IV addresses a particularly important problem in our societies—dealing with addictive behaviors. Jim Knipe provides us with an innovative contribution as he accesses addictive behavior by addressing dysfunctional positive affect to clear the pain of unrequited love, to deal with codependence or obsession with self-defeating behavior, to assist clients with unwanted avoidance defenses, and the difficult problem of procrastination. When Michael Hase works with substance abuse clients, he uses a particularly interesting way to address addictive memories, while A. J. Popky reveals a way to reduce the urges connected with addictions.

Pain patients are an exacting sector of the population that demand different ways of addressing their issues. Mark Grant, along with Carlijn de Roos and Sandra Veenstra, shows us how to work with pain patients while the chapter by Sandra Wilson and Robert Tinker helps us understand the specific needs of working with phantom pain and EMDR.

In Part VI, dentist and psychologist Ad de Jongh addresses the particular difficulty of working with clients who have specific fear phobias and the unique issues that apply when working with this population.

The last section is a part that is also found in Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) Scripted Protocols: Basics and Special Situations, although there are some helpful changes in the introduction to that section. The chapters in this section appear in both books as a way to underline and promote the importance of self-care by clinicians while they work with human suffering. Neal Daniels’s way to process traumatic residue after a session is essential and would be helpful for any practitioner. Mark Dworkin’s chapter helps clinicians become aware of their own internal reactions to client material and how this can impact both therapists and clients.

Appendices A, B, and C also appear in both volumes. Appendix A includes Worksheets for Past, Present Triggers, and Future Template. In Appendix B, Gene Schwartz introduces an addition to the Desensitization Phase that assists clinicians in being thorough while processing through the traumatic material by addressing unconsolidated sensory triggers. There are many resources in the EMDR community and they are included in Appendix C. References, Further Readings and Presentations include more information about EMDR that will support the practitioner.
Eye Movement Desensitisation and Reprocessing (EMDR): Special Populations is a book designed to support the reader’s proficiency in EMDR through the scripted protocols written by the skillful EMDR practitioners represented in this volume and informed by the Standard EMDR Protocol of Francine Shapiro (2001).
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When we are in a community active in the art and science of healing, it is an opportunity to learn and grow. The process of editing this volume and *Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) Scripted Protocols: Basics and Special Situations* has resulted in much more than I would have ever dreamed when I began this journey. As in the words of Sheenagh Pugh’s poem “Sometimes” (1990), “Sometimes our best efforts do not go amiss; sometimes we do as we meant to”; the authors of these volumes—my peers—and I have done more than I dared possible. Our collective work has brought to light how much better we are for the work that we are and have been doing. I would like to acknowledge these authors and the growth and depth of understanding I have experienced in the course of absorbing and clarifying their work in an active exchange of ideas with each of them so that I could pass these ideas on in scripted form to other clinicians. To each one of you, I would like to say, “Thank-you.” We are all truly able to benefit from their knowledge. I hope in using this book, you will have the same experience.
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To my colleagues in the greater EMDR community, I would like to acknowledge the many gifts I have received through the experience of knowing each one of you. It is the friendships, small and large kindnesses, and reaching out at times of happiness and sorrows that has made this experience in my life a rich and profound one. I have learned from the lessons of interpersonal conflict, friendship, and leadership and have been truly impacted by the exchange. Most of all, I have been deeply touched by the consistent changes that we have begun to make as we work with clients on their inappropriately stored life experiences to their large “T” traumas. I am awed by the work that our community has done throughout the world in the face of man-made and natural disasters. The world is a more compassionate and healthy place as a result of our EMDR community.
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Understanding child development is the foundation upon which to build our clinical skills. It enriches our thinking and helps us understand the types of clinical interventions to choose as we work with our clients—child, adolescent or adult. The chapters in this section can be used not only for working with children and adolescents but with our adult clients as well.

The integration of EMDR and working with this population began as soon as Francine Shapiro taught Robbie Dunton how to do Eye Movement Desensitization (EMD) and later EMDR. Ms. Dunton could not believe the power of EMDR when she worked with the behavioral issues of school-aged children as it helped her uncover the histories of early trauma in her students. By understanding the presenting learning problem, she began to see the connection between the problem and a trauma or issue that precipitated the learning issue. If a child came in with a fraction problem, as this skill was taught in fourth grade, Ms. Dunton would ask, “What happened in fourth grade?” Often, there was a trauma that became the target for reprocessing; frequently resulting in the decrease or disappearance of the presenting learning issue (Luber, 2007). Ms. Dunton presented her work on the “Treatment of Learning Disabilities” in Australia in 1992 at the EMDR Symposium at the Fourth World Congress of Behavior Therapy and in 1993 at the Second Annual EMDR Conference in Sunnyvale, California, setting a high bar for all of the child and adolescent therapists who followed her.

In August 1991, the EMDR Institute published Volume 1, Issue 1 of the Network Newsletter. The EMDR Institute communicated with those who participated in EMDR Institute trainings through the Network Newsletter. The newsletter was filled with information and concerns from Dr. Shapiro, reviews of relevant professional papers and books, information from the EMDR Professional Issues Committee
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Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR), the *International Update*, and a column by Ron Martinez called “Innovative Uses.” It is in here that practitioners such as Liz Mendoza-Weitman (1992), Ricky Greenwald (1993b), and Joan Lovett (1994) broached such issues as depression in a 10-year-old boy whose father abandoned him at age 5, treating a child’s nightmares with EMDR, and a case report on treating a toddler with EMDR. It became an excellent way to find out what people were doing in EMDR. In June 1996, the *Network Newsletter* turned into the *EMDRIA Newsletter* when the EMDR International Association was formed.

One of the first articles published about EMDR was in the *Journal of Behavior Therapy and Experimental Psychiatry* (Pellicer, 1993) on EMDR and the treatment of a child’s nightmare. Meanwhile, through the EMDR Institute Conferences that began in 1991, child therapists began to present their work. During the second annual EMDR Conference, topics such as working with school behaviors and learning issues (Dunton, 1993), EMDR and a sexually abused child (Sutton, 1993), and children and critical incidents (Greenwald, 1993a) were explored. By the 1994 EMDR Conference, Robert Tinker was presenting on attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; 1994), Michael Abruzzese was addressing the use of Tourette’s disorder with EMDR (1994), and Jean Sutton continued to present on traumatized children and EMDR (1994). In 1995, the EMDR Institute hosted a joint conference with the newly formed EMDR International Association in Santa Monica. There were five presentations addressing child and adolescent issues concerning case presentations (Greenwald, 1995), disruptive behaviors (Abruzzese, 1995), fears (Klaff, 1995), darkness phobias (Cocco, 1995), and with toddlers (Lovett, 1995). An all-day workshop for child and adolescent therapists was widely attended and included “Using EMDR to Treat Children” (Tinker, 1995), “Treating Severely Traumatized Children—Assessment and Treatment Strategies for Using EMDR” (York, 1995), and “Using EMDR With Adolescents” (Thompson, 1995). The interest in child and adolescent work with EMDR was clear.

In 1996, the baton was passed formally to the EMDR International Association and this group began to host the EMDR Conference with the mission to uphold the standard of EMDR practice. In this spirit, a meeting to promote the development of EMDR for children and adolescents was called by Ricky Greenwald (Chair) along with his panel members; Michael Abruzzese, Ann Godwin, Joan Lovett, Robert Tinker, and Carol York. Some of their goals included working on research and publications for the efficacy of EMDR for children and adolescents, maintaining an updated literature review, offering support for research projects, promoting EMDR training for mental health professionals in schools, understanding child trauma and EMDR internationally and with the medical community, developing diagnostic and screening tools for EMDR appropriateness, increasing the focus on child EMDR skills in the standard trainings, and establishing standards of training for a specialty with children and adolescents. In the following years, presentations and research on EMDR with children and adolescents increased.

The year 1999 was a banner one for EMDR and the treatment of children and adolescents. Four of the early pioneers working with EMDR in this field turned their knowledge into the following books: *Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) in Child and Adolescent Psychotherapy* (Greenwald, 1999a), *Small Wonders: Healing Childhood Trauma With EMDR* (Lovett, 1999), and *Through the Eyes of a Child: EMDR With Children* (Tinker & Wilson, 1999). Each book added knowledge to the already growing ways to treat children and adolescents with EMDR. In the same year, mirroring the interest of practitioners in this area, the EMDRIA Newsletter had a special edition on “Children, Adolescents, & EMDR: A Closer Look” with articles on “EMDR With Children: The First Ten Years” (Greenwald, 1999b); “Developmental Considerations in Using EMDR With Adolescents” (Geller, 1999); “Slaying the Monsters” (Spindler-Ranta, 1999); “The Butterfly Hug:
Some History and Updates on Its Use With Children” (Boel, 1999); “After Zero: Further Processing with Teens” (Greenwald, 1999e); “Book Reviews: Three EMDR Book About Children and Adolescents” (Dutton, 1999); “Group EMDR Therapy in Young Children” (Forte, 1999); “A Crisis Response Approach for Suicidal Teens” (Greenwald, 1999d), and “Breaking the Cycle of Violence: EMDR Treatment of a Traumatized Violent Teen Girl” (Van Winkle, 1999).

Child and adolescent therapists in Europe trained with Robert Tinker and Sandra Wilson in the late 1990s. Many of these clinicians went on to become accredited Child Trainers. The accredited Child Trainers in Europe—at this writing—are the following: Joanne Morris-Smith (Great Britain), Kamala Müller (Great Britain), Renee Beer (Netherlands), Carlijn de Roos (Netherlands), Barbara Wizansky (Israel), Esti Bar-Sade (Israel), Dagmar Eckers (Germany), Beatrix Musaeus-Schürmann (Germany), Lutz-Ulrich Besser (Germany), Edeltraud Toddy Sochaczewsky (Germany), Thomas Hensel (Germany), Margareta Friberg (Sweden), Reet Oras (Sweden), Lene Jacobson (Denmark), Michel Silvestre (France). Currently, there is a Child Committee in the EMDR European Association that decides on the rules for training child and adolescent therapists in coordination with the Standard Committee of EMDR Europe.

In the United States, the EMDR for Children and Adolescents Special Interest Group continued to flourish. They sponsor conferences annually and work on special projects such as creating a resource packet for EMDR clinicians that contain information on helpful resources for children and EMDR. Marsha Heiman, an EMDR practitioner living in northern New Jersey, helped create a brochure to explain trauma to professionals in other related fields. The brochure (Child and Adolescent Special Interest Group, 2007), “EMDR & Children: A Guide for Parents, Professionals, and Others Who Care About Children” is available for purchase through the EMDR International Association (www.emdria.org). Anyone who is a member of EMDRIA can join this special interest group (SIG) and the Child SIG Clinical Listserv.

The new millennium has brought many more presentations, chapters in books, articles and books concerning this area; in fact, as of June 2009, the Francine Shapiro Library reported 318 abstracts about children. EMDR is being used with children and adolescents for a wide range of issues all over the world. A short sample of work includes art therapy (Cohn & Chapman, 2002); attachment (Wesselman, 2007); family (Klaff, 2002); grief (Donovan, 2005); hospital trauma (Lovett, 2002); juvenile sex offenders (Gates, 2002); joy (Morris-Smith, 2003); learning disabilities (Bacon, 2001); man-made and natural disasters (Artigas, Jarero, Alcalá & Lopez, 2009); phobias (Nofal, 2008); and PTSD (Maxfield et al., 2004).

Clearly, there is a great interest in EMDR and the treatment of children and adolescents. Part I of this book is aimed at the community of child and adolescent specialists, as well as those clinicians who work only with adult populations, who are always looking for new and creative ways to work with their adult clients—especially those with early trauma—both large “T” and small “t” traumas. The first part of this section addresses how to develop resources for children and adolescents. In the first chapter, Lucina Artigas and Ignacio Jarero show us how to use the “Butterfly Hug.” This way to help children learn bilateral stimulation in the face of natural disaster was an innovation that was heard around the world. Practitioners have taught their child and adult clients this helpful intervention during man-made catastrophes and natural disasters (see Part VI, Artigas, Jarero, Alcalá, & López, 2009) to help them work through their terrible experiences.

Ana Gomez has been presenting at the EMDRIA Conferences for a number of years and is so inventive that her work is shown as a demonstration during the current EMDR Institute Basic Trainings. Using olfactory stimulation may be more effective in reaching different parts of the brain if the thalamic activity is decreased;
Dr. Gomez has turned this information into an original way of pairing olfactory stimulation with the Resource Development and Installation and Safe Place Protocols for optimal results with her clients.

Barbara Wizansky and Dagmar Eckers have modified adult techniques so that they may be used with children. Ms. Wizansky has taken Brurit Laub’s Resource Connection and added her own modification to support children in reinforcing their resources and using them as needed. Dr. Eckers’s work with the Absorption Technique for Children is an adaptation of Arne Hofmann’s adaptation (chapter 23) of Roy Kiessling’s “The Wedging Technique” (Kiessling, 2009) and is used for present challenges and future concerns. Ms. Eckers also has adapted Jim Knipe’s “Method of Constant Installation of Present Orientation and Safety” (CIPOS; chapter 18) for children. She incorporates drawing into this method to help the child have a sense of their current security and stability and the establishing of a safe place while using CIPOS.

Barbara Wizansky’s Footsteps Through the Maze Protocol (chapter 7) has created a problem-solving tool that uses bilateral stimulation (BLS) to create resources that eventually lead to the introduction of the Standard EMDR Protocol.

Robbie Adler-Tapia and Carolyn Settle, as many clinicians who become serious about EMDR, joined a study group that included other practitioners interested in working with EMDR and children. They began a research study on using EMDR with young children with the goal of helping therapists adhere to the EMDR protocol. The result is a state of the art text, *EMDR and the Art of Psychotherapy With Children* (2008a) and the accompanying manual, *EMDR and the Art of Psychotherapy With Children Treatment Manual* (2008b). This book and manual can be consulted for a more in-depth treatment of work with children. In their chapter on EMDR Assessment and Desensitization Phases with children, they give step-by-step directions on how to move through these phases.

These scripts can be used to help expand your treatment skills and learn important ways to build resources and work with children and adolescents with EMDR. It is important to note here that those clinicians who use these protocols with children and adolescents should have extensive knowledge of how to work with EMDR and with children and adolescents before they begin work with their clients.
The Butterfly Hug was originated and developed by Lucina Artigas during her work performed with the survivors of Hurricane Pauline in Acapulco, Mexico, 1997 (Artigas, Jarero, Mauer, López Cano, & Alcalá, 2000; Jarero, Artigas, & Montero, 2008).

For the origination and development of this method, Lucina Artigas was honored in 2000 with the Creative Innovation Award by the EMDR International Association. In Francine Shapiro’s 2001 EMDR text, she wrote that “The Butterfly Hug has been successfully used to treat groups of traumatized children in Mexico, Nicaragua and Kosovar refugee camps” (Shapiro, 2001, p. 284). By 2009, The Butterfly Hug had become standard practice for clinicians in the field while working with survivors of man-made and natural catastrophes.
The Butterfly Hug Script

The “Butterfly Hug” provides a way to self-administer dual attention stimulation (DAS) for an individual or for group work.

Say, “Would you like to learn an exercise that will help you to feel better?”

Say, “Please watch me and do what I am doing. Cross your arms over your chest, so that with the tip of your fingers from each hand, you can touch the area that is located under the connection between the clavicle and the shoulder. Your eyes can be closed or partially closed looking toward the tip of your nose. Next, you alternate the movement of your hands, like the flapping wings of a butterfly. You breathe slowly and deeply (abdominal breathing), while you observe what is going through your mind and body such as thoughts, images, sounds, odors, feelings, and physical sensation without changing, pushing your thoughts away, or judging. You can pretend as though what you are observing are like clouds passing by.”

This exercise can be done for as long as the person(s) wishes to continue. Watch to make sure that the children are following along with you. If not, check to find out what is going on and then return to teaching The Butterfly Hug.

Uses for This Method

To install the Safe Place:

Say, “Now, please close your eyes and use your imagination to go to a place where you feel safe or calm. What images, colors, sounds, and so forth do you see in your safe place?”

When in groups, the Emotional Protection Team moves among the children listening to them as they answer out loud. The goal here is to make sure that each child has found a Safe/Calm Place they imagined.

The following is optional:

Say, “Now, please take out your paper and draw the Safe/Calm Place that you imagined. When you are finished, please do the Butterfly Hug while looking at your drawing.”

Say, “You are welcome to take your picture home and you can use it with the Butterfly Hug whenever you need to feel better.”

Make sure to notice the children’s responses. There is no talking during this time so that the children are not taken out of their process.

Once the patients or clients (children or adults) have learned the Butterfly Hug, they can be instructed to take this method with them to use between sessions,
whether to modulate any disturbing effect that arises, to reground with their Safe Place or simply to help them get to sleep more easily.

Say, “Now that you have learned the Butterfly Hug you can use it anytime that you are having disturbing feelings, or you want to go back to your Safe Place. You can also use it to get to sleep more easily. Do you have any questions before we stop for today?”

There are many uses for the Butterfly Hug such as the following:

- To anchor positive affect, cognitions, and physical sensations associated with images produced by the technique of “guided imagination.”
- During the EMDR Standard Protocol, some clinicians have also used it with adults and children to facilitate primary processing of a fundamental traumatic memory or memories. Instead of the clinicians being in charge of the bilateral stimulation, the client is asked to do the Butterfly Hug during the Phases 4, 5, and 6. It is thought that the control obtained by the client over their contralateral stimulation may be an empowering factor that aids their retention of sense of safety while processing traumatic memories.
- During in vivo exposure to process the experience. For example, in the Quiche’s region of Guatemala the persons that are witnessing the burial of their relatives use the Butterfly Hug to be self-comforted and to cope with the experience.
- In the EMDR Integrative Group Treatment Protocol (EMDR-IGTP) used to work with children and adults who have survived traumatic events, to process primary traumatic memory or memories including the death of family members. During this process, the children and adults are under the close supervision of mental health professionals who form the Emotional Protection Team. (Jarero et al., 2008).
- Use of the Butterfly Hug in session with the therapist can be a self-soothing experience for many trauma-therapy clients. For instance, the therapist might say, “Would you like to use the Butterfly Hug while you are telling me what happened?”
- Some professionals use the Butterfly Hug simultaneously with their client as an aid to prevent secondary traumatization.
- Other professionals have used this method as a substitute for touching clients and they might say, “Please give yourself a Butterfly Hug for me.”
- Professionals report that they have used the Butterfly Hug with clients with debilitated egos because it produces less abreaction than other bilateral stimulation techniques.
- Teachers in a Guatemalan school for child victims of parental violence tell the children that they can feel Father God’s love through the Butterfly Hug.
- During the Pasta de Conchos mine tragedy in Mexico in 2006, a paramedic stabilized and saved the life of a mine engineer who was having a heart attack using the Butterfly Hug.
Using Olfactory Stimulation With Children to Cue the Safe or Happy Place
Ana Gomez

The standard Safe Place Protocol uses a word for cuing and self-cuing (Shapiro, 2001). For many clients, using a cue word to elicit the Safe Place and its positive associations may be effective, however, this author has hypothesized that other forms of cuing may be more effective, depending on the severity of their trauma and patterns of neurobiological responses. For the last 3 years, this author has used olfactory stimulation with more than 30 children and adolescents to cue the Safe Place and resources installed with the Resource Development and Installation (RDI) Protocol (Korn & Leeds, 2002). These children have shown positive responses with increased self-regulation to self-cuing with olfactory stimulation using simple scents and scented lotions. The effectiveness of olfactory cues to assist traumatized children in accessing previously installed resources for self-regulation may be associated with the relationship between trauma and thalamic activity. The thalamus is the sensory gateway to the cortex and the limbic system. This means that all incoming sensory information is routed through the thalamus with the exception of olfactory stimulation (Bergmann, 2008a). Several studies conducted by Ruth Lanius and her colleagues (R. Lanius et al., 2004; R. Lanius, Bluhm, Lanius, & Pain, 2006; R. Lanius, Lanius, Fisher, & Ogden, 2006), suggest that thalamic response patterns may be different depending on the type of trauma. Individuals with simple post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) might show an increase in thalamic activity and those with complex PTSD, a decrease in thalamic activity. According to Ulrich Lanius (2006), if thalamic activity decreases as a result of trauma and PTSD, then incoming information will not be efficiently sent to other parts of the brain. Ulrich Lanius has hypothesized that this might be the case in complex PTSD and dissociative individuals. With this information in mind, when using the Safe Place and RDI Protocols, olfactory stimulation may be more effective in reaching different regions of the brain even if thalamic activity is decreased.

For many years, aromatherapy has been used as an adjunctive form of therapy in mental health. Some research studies even suggest that the use of scents and aromas may be effective as a tool for crisis management in adolescents and adults (Fowler, 2006).
Initially, the use of olfactory stimulation with Safe Place and RDI resources was limited to youngsters with symptoms of dissociation and complex PTSD, but, later on, it was extended to young clients with simple PTSD and other trauma-related disorders. These children reported that using scents and lotions for self-cuing facilitated the effective use of resources when they were experiencing negative emotions, resulting in an increased ability for self-regulation. In addition, children, and especially the younger ones, reported that self-cuing with lotions and scents made the use of the Safe Place and other resources very motivating. However, at this point, this is an anecdotal report with objective measures and no controls. The effectiveness of using olfactory stimulation to cue Safe Place and RDI has not been established.

As described in earlier reports (Korn & Leeds, 2002; Shapiro, 2001), if at any point while you are using the Safe Place or RDI resource protocol the child reports negative emotions, reevaluate the resource and assist the child in identifying a different Safe Place or a new resource that has only positive associations. A child who is unable to identify any Safe Place or any positive resources shows you the magnitude of the child’s deficits. If this is the case, do a more thorough assessment of the child’s support system and environment, since a chaotic environment may be maintaining the child in the alarm state. More work might be necessary with the caregivers and support system to stabilize the environment.

The following is the adapted Safe Place Protocol for children using olfactory stimulation. This protocol can be used with children and adolescents from 4 to 12 years of age. Some young children might not understand the word “safe” so referring to the Safe Place as the Happy Place might be more appropriate. Before using this protocol, assess the presence of allergies or skin conditions that can be worsened by the use of lotions and scents. This applies to the child, the parents, and the clinician as well. Even though this author has yet to have any child report negative associations to the selected scent, any stimulus can potentially become negative. If this is the case, you can encourage the child to choose another lotion or scent at any point during the administration of this protocol.

**Safe Place Protocol Script Notes**

Before establishing the Safe Place, it is important that you explain to the child and the caregivers what EMDR is and how it works, especially the different forms of bilateral stimulation (BLS). Based on research, Dr. Francine Shapiro has suggested that eye movement might have a stronger effect than other forms of BLS for adults that can tolerate them. On the other hand, it has been suggested that tactile and auditory stimulation seem to create a less concentrated, more diffused and evidently gentler signal to the brain in comparison to eye movement (Bergmann, 2008b). When working with highly dissociative individuals, less activation to the brain during trauma reprocessing might be more appropriate (Bergmann, 2008c; Lanius, 2008). Therefore, using tactile or auditory BLS might be more suitable. It has yet to be established whether one form of BLS is more effective with children, but if we follow adult research, eye movements should be offered first unless the child cannot tolerate them or reports discomfort. However, when working with highly dissociative children using tactile and auditory stimulation might be more appropriate.

In order to make eye movements more appealing for children, this author has created a set of finger puppets that are part of a team called the “EMDR Helpers.” This team consists of a group of finger puppets that are introduced to the child when EMDR is explained for the first time so the child can develop a relationship with the helpers. The names of these finger puppets form the acronym EMDR: Elizabeth, Mario, David, and Robbie are always available to assist the child by providing the BLS. Through clinical observation, it has been noted that children
are usually more motivated to do EMDR and use eye movement when they have
developed a relationship with a puppet. Every time the clinician needs to provide
BLS, it is important to ask the child for the name of the helper puppet.

The following Safe Place Protocol has been adapted from the adult Safe Place
Protocol developed by Neal Daniels in his work with veterans at the Veterans Ad-
ministration Hospital in Philadelphia and formalized in Shapiro (1995). Depending
on the child’s age and preference, use your clinical judgment to determine the ap-
propriateness of having the caregiver present during the session.
Safe or Happy Place Script

Say, “I want you to meet my EMDR helpers. They help kids do EMDR.”

Say the name of each puppet and have the puppets introduce themselves.

Say, “Hi, my name is Elizabeth. Hi, my name is Mario. Hi, my name is David, and my name is Robbie and we are THE EMDR HELPERS! We help kids move their eyes from side to side, please follow us.”

Have children follow the puppets with their eyes while you move the finger puppets back and forth. If the child cannot tolerate eye movement, have the puppets tap the child’s hands or knees. Demonstrate the other forms of BLS.

Say, “Okay, how about if I have the puppets tap your hands? Would that be okay to try?”

If the child can tolerate eye movement say, the following:

Say, “Good job, now pick your favorite one, which EMDR helper would you like to have today?”

Say, “We are going to practice EMDR with good stuff and you are going to move your eyes from side to side (if the child cannot tolerate eye movement, mention the BLS selected by the child). Which EMDR helper would you like to have today?”

Image

Say, “Can you think of a place where you have been or that is in your imagination, where you feel good, happy, and safe? This is a place where you remember good things happening and where nothing bad has ever happened. What place do you have in mind? What colors, sounds, and smells do you remember in this place?”

Emotions and Sensations

Say, “When you think about this place, how do you feel?”

Say, “Where do you feel that inside your body?”
Enhancement (Optional)

Ask the child to draw a picture of the Safe Place.

Say, “I would like you to draw a picture of this place that you created in your mind. Think about this place and all the colors, the sounds, the smells, and everything that you see around it that make you feel ________ (repeat the emotions identified by the child previously). You can use paper and pencils, crayons, or paint to draw your Safe or Happy Place.”

Or create the Safe or Happy Place using the sandbox.

Say, “I would like you to use the sandbox to make this place that you have created in your mind. Think about this place and all the colors, the sounds, the smells, and everything that you see around it that make you feel ________ (repeat the emotions identified by the child previously). You can use any figures to create your Safe or Happy Place (have different sandbox figures the child can choose from to create the safe place).”

Bilateral Stimulation (BLS)

Say, “Now I would like you to bring up your Safe or Happy Place and those ________ (repeat the emotions reported by the child) feelings that you feel in your body and follow ________ (say the name of the EMDR helper selected by the child).”

Do 4 to 6 slow passes of BLS.

Say, “What do you feel now?”

Repeat several times if the emotions and positive associations to the Safe Place continue to be enhanced.

Say, “Go with that” or “Think of that.”

Do 4 to 6 slow passes of BLS.

If negative feelings and associations occur, assist the child in identifying a different Safe Place.

Say, “Okay, it looks like when you think about this place you are getting some mixed-up feelings. How about if we find another place where you don’t have any mixed-up feelings and you only feel good, happy, and safe. Can you think of another place?”

You could also ask the child for a safe or happy place they have had in their dreams.

If the child cannot identify such a place, more intensive stabilization work with the child and caregivers might be necessary.
Cue Scent

Have different lotions, scents, or essential oils available for the child. (Hand lotions and essential oils can be found at any department store.) Allow the child to explore and experiment with different scents and lotions. Have a small container ready and give it to the child.

Say, “I would like you to try the lotions and scents that are here so that you can pick one that will help you remember your Safe or Happy Place and the good feelings that you have when you think about this place. It can be any lotion or smell you want. Make sure it is a scent that does not remind you of anything bad or yucky.”

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

Say, “That's a great choice. Here is your own special container to put it in. What would you like to call this lotion?”

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

Most children call it the “good feelings lotion” or my “safe place lotion” or my “happy feelings lotion.” If the child does not come up with a name you can say the following:

Say, “Some children like to call their lotion the ‘good feelings lotion’ or my ‘safe place lotion’ or ‘my happy feelings lotion.’ You can use these names or any other name that you might think of that makes you think about your lotion.”

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

Say, “Now, I would like you to think about your Safe or Happy Place and the ________ (repeat the emotions identified by the child) feelings. Now, smell the ________ (state the name of the lotion the child chose) and continue to hold the container to your nose and follow __________ (state the EMDR helper’s name).”

Do 4 to 6 slow passes of BLS with the finger puppet.

Say, “What happened? How do you feel?”

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

Say, “Great, go with that.”

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

Repeat several times as long as the experience continues to be enhanced.

Say, “You can put the container down now. How do you feel?”

_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Self-Cuing

Say, “Now, I would like you to smell the lotion again and ask your mind to think about your Safe or Happy Place and see what happens.”

Allow the child to stay in their Safe Place for about 60 seconds.
Say, “How do you feel now?”

If the child reports positive emotions, then say the following:
Say, “Okay, just notice or think about those _______ (repeat the positive emotions reported by the child) feelings and follow _______ (state the EMDR helper’s name).”

Do 4 to 6 slow BLS with the finger puppet.

Cuing With Disturbance

Say, “I would like you to think about something from your life that might be happening now that is a bit upsetting for you or that makes you have mixed-up feelings just a little bit. Let me know when you have it.”

When the child has identified the situation, say the following:
Say, “Now, tell me where you feel the mixed-up or upsetting feelings in your body.”

Say, “Okay, now I would like to put the _______ (state the name of the lotion the child chose) next to your nose or you can put some lotion on your hands and smell the lotion from your hands and see what happens.”

Allow the child to stay in their Safe Place for about 60 seconds.
Say, “How do you feel now?”
If the child reports a positive difference then say the following:

Say, “Okay, just notice or think about those (repeat the positive emotions reported by the child) _______ feelings and follow _______ (the EMDR helper’s name).”

Do 4 to 6 slow BLS with the finger puppet.

Self-Cuing With Disturbance

Say, “Now, we are going to do this again but this time you are going to smell the lotion yourself and you are going to take your mind to your Safe or Happy Place by yourself. Ready?”

Say, “I would like you to think once again about that thing from your life that is a bit upsetting for you or that makes you have mixed-up feelings just a little bit. Let me know when you are thinking about it.”

Wait until the child tells you he is thinking about it.

Say, “Now tell me where you feel the mixed-up or upsetting feelings in your body?”

Say, “Now, whenever you want, smell and use your ___________ (state the name of the lotion the child chose) and see what happens.”

Allow enough time for the child to do it.

Say, “How do you feel now?”

If the child reports a positive difference then say the following:

Say, “Okay, just notice or think about those _______ (repeat the positive emotions reported by the child) feelings and follow _______ (the EMDR helper’s name).”

Do 4 to 6 slow BLS with the finger puppet.
If the child reports negative emotions, check if the negative associations come from the Safe Place or the scent. Check for the appropriateness of the Safe Place. Also check if the child wants to pick a different scent.

Say, “Do these mixed-up feelings come from the Safe Place or from _______ (state the name of the lotion or scent)?”

If the scent is changed, go back to the Cue Scent step.

Practice

Say, “Okay, if you want, you can decorate your container with any of the stickers that you like.”

Let the child decorate the container.

Say, “You can take your _____ (state the name of the lotion). Whenever you feel down or bad or you have mixed-up feelings, you can use your _____ (state the name of the lotion) so it can help you remember your Safe or Happy Place and get the good feelings back.”

If the parents were not present in the session, invite the parents before the session ends.

Say, “We can share this with mom and dad (or the caregiver) so they can help you remember to use your _______ (state the name of the lotion) and think about your Safe or Happy Place. Is that okay with you?”

If the child does not want the parents to know about their Safe Place, gently explore the reason behind it. This could be diagnostic of problematic parent–child dynamics that need to be addressed in therapy.

If the child is in agreement about the parents’ involvement, proceed to invite the parents into the session.

Say, “_____ (name of child) would you like to tell your parents about your Safe or Happy Place and the lotion? Or, would you like me to tell them?”

If the child wants you to talk to the parents:

Say, “Today ______ (name of child) did such a great job. We did EMDR with good stuff for the first time. ______ (name of child) created a Safe or Happy Place. When ____ (name of child) thinks about this place, ___ (he or she) has really good feelings. ______ (name of child) also picked a special lotion with a very special name ___ (say the name
of the lotion). When ______ (name of child) smells the lotion, it helps ____ (him or her) remember ____ (his or her) Safe or Happy Place and all the good feelings. So, whenever ____ (name of child) feels down or bad or has mixed-up feelings ____ (name of child) can use ____ (his or her) _______ (state the name of the lotion) so it can help ____ (him or her) remember the Safe or Happy Place and get the good feelings back. So if __________ (name of child) forgets to use the ____ (state the name of the lotion), you can help ____ (him or her) remember by saying: ____ (name of child) I can see that you are having some mixed-up feelings now, let’s use your special lotion together. Let’s get your special container and put some lotion on your hands and let’s think about your Safe or Happy Place so you can get your good feelings back.”

Say to the caregivers, “You continue to encourage ____ (name of child) to stay in ___ (his or her) Safe or Happy Place until ____ (name of child) calms down or reports having positive feelings.”

Make sure that you have the scent chosen by the child available or ask the child to bring the lotion to every session. You can use the lotion if the child uses the stop signal during reprocessing or at the end of an incomplete session to cue to child to go to the Safe or Happy Place.